A future for everyone
or profits for a few

THE GLOBAL CRISIS AS A KEY
TO A SYSTEM CHANGE

I dedicate this book to the courageous psychological researcher
Stanley Milgram and to everyone else that, out of concern for the
future of mankind, is prepared to question familiar concepts, to
break away from beloved perceptions and to venture onto new
paths.

Ero Langlotz
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Chapter 1

Self-Regulation and Global Crisis

“Look up at the stars and not down at your feet…
Wonder about what makes the universe exist…
It matters that you don’t just give up.
Be curious.
And however difficult life may seem,
there is always something you can do and succeed at.”

Stephen Hawking 2018

PREFACE
There is a widespread idea that we all have an own innate sense
of autonomy, an essential being, our “Self”. If we are connected
to this inner authority, we are able to perceive ourselves, our
needs and our inclusion into a greater whole, irrespective of
other people’s expectations, convictions and needs. This enables
us to lead a self-determined life in accordance with a greater
whole. And it enables SELF-regulation and SELF-determination.
Every day trauma therapy shows that this connection to our
inner selves can be lost due to individual traumatic experiences
of loss or violence with the consequence that our SELF-regulation
and SELF-determination abilities are impaired.
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Here the standpoint is advocated and substantiated that there is
a collective traumatization over and above that, which is due to
a civilization that purposefully shatters the self-connection and
thus the SELF-consciousness and the self-determination of
individuals. This collective SELF-alienation is the cause of the
current global crisis. Consequently, individual SELF-integration
becomes necessary and it is quite possible to achieve selfconnection by means of collective self-empowerment.

1.1 Prelude Nature Idyll
I’ve just returned from my early morning jog in Munich’s English
Garden. The morning sun is shining, birds are singing. Wild garlic
is blossoming; the white blossoms look like unfolding New Years’
Eve fireworks. The scent of garlic … Morning mist is still hanging
over the meadow and with every step I took I could perceive
ever more clearly a flock of sheep, the bleating of lambs and a
strong odor of sheep’s feces…
Does that sound familiar to you? A morning in a forest, a starlit
night, a path between the dunes and the storm-beaten sea... We
are deeply touched by the beauty and grandeur of nature, which
already existed long before mankind. We sense a resonance
inside of ourselves as if there were a part inside of us that
already existed thousands of years ago. A deep understanding
that I am also a part of nature, I belong to it. A feeling of awe of
something bigger, which also conceived me, which I am a part of,
which I am connected to. Of its grandeur, system and majesty
that I may share. I feel as if I have been bestowed upon and I’m
grateful and would like to contribute my part.
This part inside of us is our SELF.
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The contrast between such experiences of nature and the daily
escalating man-made global catastrophes could not be greater.
This inevitably provokes questions – and hypotheses. Aren’t
human beings part of nature? Where does this alarmingly
aggressive and self-destructive potential come from? Is it inborn,
anchored in our genes? Is it destiny – or have we spawned it
ourselves, and can we thus control and influence it ourselves as
well?

1.2. Self-Regulation in Nature
The principle of self-regulation is found in nature. It regulates
the co-existence within a species.
Hierarchies are best known in social animals, birds as well as
mammals. The alpha animal – in the case of horses it’s the
leading mare and for elephants the matriarch – is not only the
animal with the greatest physical strength in the herd but it is
the one that is most capable of looking after the herd. This
hierarchy has the effect, for example in the case of jackdaws,
that higher-ranking jackdaws assert their dominance over others
that are close to them in the hierarchy chain but not over those
of a far lower status.
In the event of a conflict between two jackdaws (e.g. no. 6 and
no. 8), the hierarchy has a collective self-regulating effect: the
jackdaw that is higher in the hierarchy (no. 4) will rather support
no. 8 than no. 6.
Thus a “Ranking among equals” regulates the coexistence of a
group.
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Self-regulation is however also found between different species.
Foxes and mice are a well-known example: if there is an increase
in the number of mice, more foxes are born, which will diminish
the mice population and vice versa so that both populations
oscillate around a median.
And there is even self-regulation between plants and animals!
Plants are not as defenseless as one might think. If too many
sheep, for example, overgraze a clover meadow, the clover
produces chemical substances that prevent the sheep from
reproducing and so it has the effect of a birth control pill!

Or if, for example, Kudus are artificially fenced off in an
enclosure that is too small and consequently overgraze their
“favorite trees”, then these trees quickly develop poisonous
bitter substances that can lead to the death of the kudus. And,
these trees even release chemical signals that alert the
surrounding as yet unaffected trees of their kind, so that they
can likewise develop bitter substances – preventatively, so to
speak!

This Self-regulation – so it seems – determines the coexistence
of different species and groups and thus ensures the survival of
all.
Is mankind also included in nature’s system of self-regulation?
Did nature forget to equip human beings with self-regulation? Or
did homo sapiens itself block this self-regulation “organ”? And if
so, for what purpose?
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1.3 Aspects of Global Self-Destruction …
EUROPE
Banks make their employees sell toxic securities and thereby
harm their clients and even risk causing a banking crash.
Engineers of almost all auto manufacturers install deceptive
software into their diesel engines and thereby harm the climate,
their customers – and eventually even their own corporations.
Time after time we see that large industrial corporations and
financial institutions only feel committed to one goal, namely to
increase their profits regardless of the cost to “others”.
Consequently they put pressure on their staff to improve their
performance while salaries stagnate. They fire long-serving
and/or experienced employees that then become unemployed.
In the process they deprive more and more families of their
participation in society, preventing them and their families of
any chance of having a materially secure future. “The actual
effects of persistent unemployment constitutes an act of
violence that robs millions of people of their dignity, and this
despite the fact that the industrialized nations are prospering as
never before1.”
Industrial corporations and financial institutions find ways and
means – and compliant politicians who enable them – to
increase their already high profits even more by paying less and

1 Oskar Negt, “Arbeit und die menschliche Würde” Göttingen, Germany 2001,
ISBN 3-88243-786-3
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less taxes. Of all people, Luxembourg’s Minister of Finance, JeanClaude Juncker, who legalized these practices in his country, was
elected President of the EU Commission. Isn’t it obvious whose
interests he represents? The same goes for all who support and
tolerate him.
In this sense it is fitting that the whistleblower who made this tax
evasion public knowledge was taken to court for a “betrayal of
secrets”.
On the one hand this has led to years of tax evasion of countless
billions. On the other hand public authorities lack resources to
maintain the infrastructure that all of us depend on – including
the staff of these corporations. Here just one example of the loss
of infrastructure: one quarter of all public swimming pools in
Germany are in need of renovation and have been closed. Thus,
a quarter of all pupils don’t get swimming lessons in school.
This is the corporations’ principle of success: privatize profits –
and impose the costs for infrastructure as well as the losses on
the communities.

AFRICA, ASIA
Europe and the USA evangelized, colonized and shamelessly
exploited other continents for centuries. Initially entire peoples
were alienated from their roots and then they were made
economically dependent. Their natural resources and their art
treasures were stolen, destroyed or plundered and their people
were enslaved. In this way these peoples were forced to provide
Europe and the USA with cultural and economic “development
aid”. Which enabled them – and especially the large
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corporations – to achieve an incredible economic upturn. The
moral responsibility for humanity and planet earth was
disregarded.

1.4 GLOBALIZATION
“Globalization” perpetuates these colonial politics using
different means. Land was taken from regional economic
structures – including agriculture – by an allegedly “free market”
via free-trade zones. Figuratively speaking, the regional trout
ponds were opened up for global pikes. Large corporations
profited from it while the people who used to live from the
regional economy got left behind in Europe as well as overseas.
Even though globalization was championed enthusiastically, the
consequences were humiliating and criminal. An example: Due
to a “free trade agreement” Colombia was obliged to buy
products from the then US company Monsanto: grain seeds, that
due to genetic manipulation had been made less resistant to the
herbicide Glyphosate – which was likewise sold by Monsanto. In
contrast to the traditional seeds of the Colombian Campesinos, it
was impossible to harvest any seeds from the hybridized
varieties of Monsanto. The farmers had to buy new seed from
Monsanto. They became economically dependent on Monsanto
– as experienced by many Indian farmers before, who were
ruined and driven to suicide by the same practices. When
Colombian farmers used their own seeds the government
deployed soldiers with tanks on the fields to destroy them.
The same principle of exploitation and suppression continued
during the oil wars led by the USA and Great Britain. To this end
democratic governments – among others Prime Minister
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Mossadeq in Persia – were destabilized and overthrown because
they had refused to comply with the oil deal. Whereas
authoritarian regimes – even fundamentalists like the Saudis –
were supported with weapons and funds because they were
prepared to agree to the deal. It is well known that Saudi Arabia
is characterized by Wahhabi fundamentalism and that it also
supplies weapons to the “Islamic State”. Whoever sells weapons
to Saudi Arabia also profits from the terror of IS.2

INFLUX OF REFUGEES
The peoples of Africa and Asia have for centuries been deprived
of their livelihoods by exploitation and wars. This has been
exacerbated by man-made climate change causing droughts and
famines as well as by the increasing violence of radicalized
fundamentalists. It is not surprising that these people hope for a
better life in “rich” Europe.

CANCEROUS TUMOR
It is becoming increasingly clear that the large financial
institutions and industrial corporations are exclusively interested
in their own growth. They do not take into account the effects
on people, nature or climate. And there is no authority that
could stop them. Politicians as well as the public let themselves

2 Lüders, Michael: “Wer den Wind sät. Was westliche Politik im Orient
anrichtet.” München, Germany: C.H. Beck 2015
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be harnessed for the interests of the powerful. This is analogous
to a cancerous tumor: as soon as the body’s immune system isn’t
able to keep cancer cells in check any longer, they start to grow
unrelentingly without any “respect” for organs. In this way the
whole organism dies – and with it the cancer. But cancer doesn’t
care! Applying these principles to the global crisis, the question
arises as to whether it is possible to initiate a collective immunedefense-system against this destructive growth in order to
achieve Self-regulation again?
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Chapter 2: Global Crisis – Why is Self-Regulation Failing?

“We have to make democracy comply with the markets!”

Angela Merkel
German Chancellor

2.1. Europe and the Global Crisis
Even the European population is gradually being impoverished.
The German government claims that Germany is well off
because its economy is going well. But even in Germany the
inequitable distribution of wealth is steadily on the rise. The
southern European countries, Greece, the Iberian Peninsula, but
even Italy and France are affected first. We have to pay for these
countries to supposedly be “saved”, yet they are basically being
driven ever further into a fatal dependency. Financial institutions
provide loans at excessive interest rates to the respective
countries and profit from them directly. The ostensible
“financiers” are in reality unscrupulous “money takers”. The rich
of these southern countries are pulling out. The pensions of the
population are being axed and their medical care is being taken
away. The state-property of the Greek people, the harbors etc.,
are being sold to China.
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The German population is experiencing its own economic
impoverishment as well as the helplessness and hypocrisy of
their politicians. Whenever these politicians defend the Hartz IV
laws (a social welfare benefit scheme for unemployed), more
and more affected people are becoming helplessly furious and
desperate.
But instead of following their own critical perceptions and
standing up to the perpetrators, they are letting themselves be
seduced by right-wing populist “Pied Pipers”. Instead of
addressing their legitimate outrage against those who are
actually responsible, namely the large corporations and the
political parties that act in the corporations’ interests, they let
themselves be manipulated and direct their outrage against the
refugees and Islam, which serve as convenient scapegoats. This
in turn reinforces Islamic terror, a dreadful vicious circle.
But in fact both the refugees as well as the impoverishing
population are victims of the same “culprits”: the industrial
corporations and financial institutions. If the victims were aware
of these facts, they could take joint action against those who
actually caused the crisis: large corporations and their bought
politicians…
For them it is thus extremely advantageous that the two groups
are fighting each other – instead of joining forces. Doesn’t this
correspond to the proven tactic of the powerful: “Divide – et
impera!”: divide the people into opposing groups – and rule over
them!
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2.2 Politicians are helpless – since they are influenced by lobbyists
The stakeholders, the politicians, the representatives of the
economy and to a large extent even the sciences, with a few
exceptions, don’t seem to be able to understand this
accelerating process of self-destruction. And if they do
understand it, they are not able to stop it. On the contrary they
seem to be part of this destructive system. This means that the
politicians cannot fulfill their task of representing the interests of
the population in respect of the industrial corporations and
financial institutions. Consequently our society loses its
necessary self-regulation.
It was the German chancellor, Angela Merkel, herself who
openly spoke of the goal of making democracy conform to the
markets. It’s as if she was committed to the well being of the
economy. Whereas her oath of office reads as follows: “I swear
that I will dedicate my efforts to the welfare of the German
people, increase its benefits, protect them from harm, uphold
and defend the Constitution and the Laws of the Federation,
conscientiously carry out my duties, and do justice to all. (So help
me God.)”
She has broken this oath several times (without claiming that
others would have done it any better) as these examples show:
During the financial crisis Mrs. Merkel sought guidance from Mr.
Ackermann, of all people, who as we now know, was
instrumentally involved in transforming Deutsche Bank into a
global investment bank. Initially it made huge profits with
speculative investments and by selling “toxic” securities. As a
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result many customers suffered huge losses while the bankers
were giving themselves generous bonuses.
In Luxembourg Mrs. Merkel did not advocate tightening the
exhaust emission regulations for passenger cars – despite her lip
service to environmental protection. A short article was
published in the newspapers that her party, the CDU, had
received donations from automobile manufacturers a few weeks
later.
All this was indeed published the newspapers – but not as a
headline on the front page. One wonders why not?
Because the German economy is flourishing. Germany is the
“export world champion”. The price to be paid: the distribution
of wealth is becoming increasingly unjust. Families and their
children who receive Hartz IV unemployment benefits are left
behind, forever. And even the middle-class is noticing that they
are losing ground. Savings are melting away; old-age poverty is
rearing its menacing head.
Fortunately more and more people are publicly protesting
against this development and are looking for alternative
strategies.
For these people, I’m writing this book! And for all who are
prepared to wake up because:
The majority remains silent. Resignation and lethargy are
spreading. Why?
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2.3 Is there a Common Reason for the Global Lethargy and SelfDestruction?
Environmental pollution, climate change, famines, influx of
refugees, wars and terrorism, the global self-destruction has
many different aspects. An ever-growing number of people are
wondering desperately: What are the reasons for this? And
especially: Can this development still be stopped?
It is important to recognize, that these catastrophes are not fate
they are man-made. And it seems to me that they all have the
same cause – despite all their differences.
There are very few groups that benefit from these catastrophes
– or at least believe they benefit from them: the industrial
corporations and the financial institutions. They have the money.
They have the power. Their sole interest is to maintain and
increase this power, whatever the costs. They create
instruments to pursue their power interests such as lobbying and
think tanks. They influence political parties, governments and
voters via the media and lobbyists. And they know perfectly well
how to hide their real interests
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x

by claiming that the problems are so complicated that
only experts can understand them and

x

by specifying morally impeccable goals: eliminating
unjust regimes, facilitating democratic forces, combating
hunger etc.

